The genetics of Charcot–Marie–Tooth disease: current trends and future implications for diagnosis and management
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Abstract: Charcot–Marie–Tooth (CMT) disease is the most common hereditary polyneuropathy and is classically associated with an insidious onset of distal predominant motor and sensory loss, muscle wasting, and pes cavus. Other forms of hereditary neuropathy, including sensory predominant or motor predominant forms, are sometimes included in the general classification of CMT, but for the purpose of this review, we will focus primarily on the forms associated with both sensory and motor deficits. CMT has a great deal of genetic heterogeneity, leading to diagnostic considerations that are still rapidly evolving for this disorder. Clinical features, inheritance pattern, gene mutation frequencies, and electrodiagnostic features all are helpful in formulating targeted testing algorithms in practical clinical settings, but these still have shortcomings. Next-generation sequencing (NGS), combined with multigene testing panels, is increasing the sensitivity and efficiency of genetic testing and is quickly overtaking targeted testing strategies. Currently, multigene panel testing and NGS can be considered first-line in many circumstances, although obtaining initial targeted testing for the \textit{PMP22} duplication in CMT patients with demyelinating conduction velocities is still a reasonable strategy. As technology improves and cost continues to fall, targeted testing will be completely replaced by multigene NGS panels that can detect the full spectrum of CMT mutations. Nevertheless, clinical acumen is still necessary given the variants of uncertain significance encountered with NGS. Despite the current limitations, the genetic diagnosis of CMT is critical for accurate prognostication, genetic counseling, and in the future, specific targeted therapies. Although whole exome and whole genome sequencing strategies have the power to further elucidate the genetics of CMT, continued technological advances are needed.
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Overview and clinical background
Charcot–Marie–Tooth (CMT) disease is a genetically and phenotypically heterogeneous group of disorders. Classically, CMT includes hereditary disorders associated with sensory and motor deficits of the peripheral nervous system, sometimes also referred to as hereditary motor and sensory neuropathy. Other variants, including hereditary sensory neuropathy (or hereditary sensory and autonomic neuropathy) and distal hereditary motor neuropathy (or distal spinal muscular atrophy), are also sometimes grouped under the general classification of CMT. These disorders are usually phenotypically distinct. Hereditary sensory neuropathy is usually sensory predominant and may be associated with autonomic dysfunction and skin ulcerations due to insensate skin.\textsuperscript{1,2} Conversely, distal hereditary motor neuropathy usually lacks or has minimal...
sensory involvement. In this review, our focus will be to provide an overview of the clinical presentation, laboratory workup, diagnosis, and management of the classic CMT phenotype of sensory and motor deficits.

The majority of patients with CMT have onset of symptoms in the first to second decade, although there is significant variability ranging from severe deficits in early childhood to only mild features in very late life. For instance, patients with the most common form, CMT1A, rarely require use of a wheelchair during their lifetime, but the most common axonal variant of CMT (CMT2A) has greater severity with most patients becoming nonambulatory at a young age, with 23 of 27 patients becoming nonambulatory before the age of 20 in one review of CMT2A. The symptoms and exam findings of CMT typically present insidiously and include distal predominant features of slowly progressive muscle weakness and wasting, most evident in the anterior leg and foot muscles, decreased reflexes, and vibratory sensory loss. Pes cavus (or high arched feet) and hammer toes are common, seen in approximately 70% of CMT patients. Scoliosis is less common but may occur in one-third to half of cases, usually with kyphoscoliosis. Hip dysplasia is another orthopedic complication that may occur. Although neuropathic pain is not a classic feature of CMT, moderate pain is noted by the majority of patients, and small nerve fiber function is frequently impaired in CMT1A patients. Soft tissue and joint-related pain are also significant sources of pain in patients with CMT. Sleep disturbances, including restless legs syndrome in 28% of patients, and muscle cramping may also be seen.

Clinical presentation and examination

As is the case with hereditary neuromuscular conditions in general, the insidious onset and progression often make deficits less obvious to a patient subjectively compared with the examiner’s findings. For instance, overt vibratory sensation loss is often seen on examination in patients without sensory complaints. Similarly, profound distal leg weakness may not be noticed by patients until pointed out by a clinical examiner. Thus, historical clues should be sought by asking about functional activities at a younger age, such as whether the patient had difficulty playing sports, had frequent spraining of ankles, or had other functional limitations that in hindsight demonstrate an earlier age of onset than initially reported by the patient. This is a critical aspect of the clinical evaluation to ascertain the indolent onset of symptoms that are more suggestive of a slowly progressive hereditary etiology. Additionally, symptoms of symmetric significant distal weakness with polyneuropathy would not be expected to be encountered secondary to common causes of neuropathy such as glucose dysregulation or idiopathic axonal polyneuropathies, which are characteristically sensory predominant. In cases with notable distal motor involvement, acquired inflammatory etiologies, significant toxic exposures (such as lead or chemotherapeutic agents like vincristine) or certain vitamin deficiencies (such as thiamine, B12, or copper), and genetic causes become more relevant on the differential. Of those considerations, the slow onset and progression of symptoms, high arched feet and hammer toes, and family history of similar symptoms are then triggers to consider genetic causes at the top of the list.

Inheritance patterns and specific phenotypic features

Most types of CMT are inherited in an autosomal dominant manner, but X-linked and autosomal recessive forms also occur (Table 1). X-linked forms are distinguished by a lack of male-to-male transmission on pedigree analysis and have intermediate-to-demyelinating range conduction velocities (see “Diagnostic evaluation” section for conduction velocity segregation of subtypes). Autosomal recessive inheritance is less common, but should be considered in consanguineous families or those with multiple affected siblings and asymptomatic parents, or in simplex cases. Autosomal recessive forms are frequently characterized by a more severe phenotype with an earlier onset of symptoms. Importantly, de novo mutations may occur (10% of CMT1A cases as an example), and there are many forms of CMT that may show reduced penetrance.

Specific phenotypic features may be suggestive of a particular type of CMT. Examples of this include tonic pupils in MPZ-related neuropathies; white matter lesions with transient focal symptoms or stroke-like presentations in X-linked CMT (GJB1); or vocal cord/diaphragm involvement in CMT2C (TRPV4). Additionally, optic atrophy in MFN2 and deafness in MPZ, PMP22, and GJB1 may be characteristic features. Generally speaking, however, CMT clinical presentations are remarkably similar, and there is not enough phenotypic discriminatory value to rely on clinical clues alone for diagnosis of genetic type. Additionally, within a particular type of CMT, there can be significant variation in clinical involvement and expression even with the same mutation.

Hereditary neuropathy with liability to pressure palsies is a relatively common form of hereditary neuropathy which
most commonly presents clinically with painless, recurrent focal neuropathies at sites of compression but may also present with a more generalized CMT-like presentation.\textsuperscript{24,35} Other rare hereditary causes of neuropathy also need to be considered in the differential diagnosis of CMT, but typically these have distinguishing features. Leukodystrophies (autosomal recessive or X-linked recessive) are associated with confluent white matter changes on magnetic resonance imaging of the brain. Familial amyloid neuropathy (autosomal dominant) may be associated with cardiomyopathy, autonomic dysfunction, neuropathic pain, superimposed carpal tunnel syndrome, or nephropathy. Fabry disease (X-linked, though females carriers may be symptomatic) should be considered in the context of a history of periodic pain crises in the limbs (acroparesthesias), angiookeratoma on the skin, unexplained renal disease, or unexplained stroke. Refsum disease (autosomal recessive) may be associated with retinitis pigmentosa, deafness, ataxia, and ichthyosis (scaly skin). Tangier disease is distinguished by the presence of enlarged orange tonsils, a low HDL, or a syrinx-like pattern of sensory loss. Mitochondrial disorders may also present with polyneuropathy as part of a particular syndrome, such as neuropathy ataxia retinitis pigmentosa. Alternatively, a multisystem presentation with features such as diabetes, myopathy, ptosis, external ophthalmoplegia, sensorineural deafness, optic atrophy, pigmentary retinopathy, and short stature would also suggest a mitochondrial etiology (Table 2).

### Diagnostic evaluation

Electrodiagnostic studies (EDx) are valuable clinical diagnostic tools for CMT. EDx can be used to confirm a clinically suspected sensorimotor polyneuropathy and exclude other possible mimicking conditions such as hereditary motor neuropathy or distal myopathy. Motor conduction velocities on nerve conduction study are particularly helpful to classify sensorimotor polyneuropathies into demyelinating versus axonal pathophysiological subtypes. A conduction velocity in an upper limb motor nerve in an adult of 38 m/s is utilized as the cutoff for differentiation of axonal (\(\geq 38 \text{ m/s}\)) versus demyelinating (\(<38 \text{ m/s}\)) disease.\textsuperscript{4} CMT1 designates demyelinating disease and CMT2, axonal. X-linked CMT typically has intermediate (defined as \(>35\) and up to \(45 \text{ m/s}\)) to demyelinating range conduction velocity values.\textsuperscript{36} Similar to clinical features, EDx findings in autosomal recessive forms may often have more severe involvement.\textsuperscript{37}

Features of demyelination on nerve conduction study in patients with CMT are usually uniform and symmetric without

### Table 1 Classification and genetics of CMT disease

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inheritance</th>
<th>Pathophysiology</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Example gene associations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Autosomal dominant</td>
<td>Demyelinating</td>
<td>CMT1</td>
<td>PMP22, MFZ, LITAF/SIMPLE, EGR2, NEFL, FBNS5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Axonal</td>
<td>CMT2</td>
<td>KIF1B, MFN2, RAB7, TRPV4, GARS, NEFL, HSPI1, MPZ, GDAP1, HSPB8, DNMD2, AARS, DYN1H1, LSAM1, DHTKD1, DNAJ1B2, HARS, MARS, MT-ATP6, TFG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>CMTD1</td>
<td>DNMD2, YARS, MPZ, IFN2, GNB4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autosomal recessive</td>
<td>Demyelinating</td>
<td>CMT4</td>
<td>GDAP1, MTMR2, MTMR13 (SBF2), SBF1, SH3TC2, NDRG1, EGR2, PRX, HK1, GDF4, RIG4, SURF1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Axonal</td>
<td>CMT2</td>
<td>LMNA, MED25, GDAP1, MFN2, NEFL, HINT1, TRIM2, IGHMBP2, GAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>CMTRI</td>
<td>GDAP1, KARS, PLEXHGS, COX6A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-linked</td>
<td>Intermediate or axonal</td>
<td>CMTX</td>
<td>GB1, AIF, PRPS1, PDK3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: CMT, Charcot–Marie–Tooth.

### Table 2 Other hereditary causes of neuropathy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other hereditary considerations</th>
<th>Clinical clues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hereditary sensory neuropathy</td>
<td>Sensory predominant, autonomic features, ulcerations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal hereditary motor neuropathy</td>
<td>Minimal or no sensory involvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leukodystrophy</td>
<td>Confluent white matter changes on MRI of the brain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familial amyloidosis</td>
<td>Cardiomyopathy, autonomic dysfunction, neuropathic pain, carpal tunnel, or nephropathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabry disease</td>
<td>Periodic pain crises in the limbs (acroparesthesias), angiookeratoma on the skin, unexplained stroke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refsum disease</td>
<td>Retinitis pigmentosa, deafness, ataxia, and ichthyosis (scaly skin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangier disease</td>
<td>The presence of enlarged orange tonsils, a low HDL, or a syrinx-like pattern of sensory loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitochondrial disorders</td>
<td>Diabetes, myopathy, ptosis, external ophthalmoplegia, sensorineural deafness, optic atrophy, pigmentary retinopathy, and short stature</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; HDL, high density lipoprotein.
conduction blocks or temporal dispersion. Asymmetric involvement, temporal dispersion, and conduction block typically imply acquired diseases like chronic immune demyelinating polyneuropathy. This is confounded, though, by the observation that EDx findings mimicking acquired demyelinating disease may be seen occasionally, particularly in certain CMT subtypes, such as CMTX, CMT1B, CMT1C, and CMT4J. Additionally, CMT4J may also mimic the clinical presentation of acquired demyelination. Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) analysis is frequently used in the evaluation of possible autoimmune forms of neuropathy, but CSF findings usually do not differentiate this well. In CMT1, the CSF protein is typically elevated, and in a quarter of cases is above 100 (mg per 100 mL). Peripheral nerve ultrasound usually reveals diffuse nerve enlargement in demyelinating forms of CMT, whereas acquired immune demyelinating polyneuropathies tend to have more patchy and multifocal enlargement of nerves. Informative genetic testing is particularly helpful in these cases to ultimately clarify the diagnosis and to avoid unnecessary, potentially toxic immunosuppressive treatments. Of note, hereditary neuropathy with liability to pressure palsies has characteristic electrophysiologic features of not only focal neuropathies at entrapment sites, but also a background of disproportionately slow distal motor latencies and sensory conduction velocities with rather normal motor conduction velocities that are not measured across common sites of nerve compression.

Genetic testing for CMT first became available after the discovery of the PMP22 duplication in 1991. This duplication remains the most common genetic etiology accounting for the majority of CMT1 cases and close to 40% of all CMT cases. The three next most common genetic forms of CMT are those caused by mutations in GJB1, MPZ, and MFN2, accounting for the majority of the additional yield of current genetic testing, even though there are more than 50 other known genetic forms of CMT (Table 3). With conventional testing methods, it has been estimated that approximately 60% of CMT cases can be genetically confirmed with higher rates of genetic confirmation for CMT1. The yield is lower for CMT2, where, in approximately one-third of cases, a molecular diagnosis is obtained.

Given the high cost of genetic testing historically using Sanger technology, algorithms were developed to help prioritize the most likely candidate gene(s) for testing. These algorithms take advantage of the small number of high-yield genes to test, along with contextualizing those gene associations with other differentiating features such as the clinical, EDx, and inheritance patterns to guide testing toward the highest yield genetic testing strategy (Table 4).

Diagnostic algorithms for conventional targeted genetic testing can provide a reasonable bypass of low-yield testing despite the significant genetic heterogeneity of CMT. However, newer technology is offering cost-effective, higher yield alternatives. Next-generation sequencing (NGS) offers the advantage of sequencing vast amounts of genetic material in parallel and is transforming the approach to the genetic diagnosis of CMT. This strategy can be applied to a set of genes (panels), all protein-coding genetic material (the exome), or all genetic material (the genome). Of these options, targeted panel testing is currently the least expensive, has the highest per-gene technical performance, and offers the most straightforward result interpretation with fewer variants of unknown significance. Mutations in novel genes cannot be identified with panel testing, but for clinical testing programs, panel testing is rapidly gaining favor. In our opinion, NGS panel testing for CMT can now be reasonably considered as the first line for clinical testing, with the exception of initially testing for the PMP22 duplication in CMT1. NGS technology does not directly ascertain the presence of pathogenic duplications or deletions, but indirect methods such as

Table 3 Relative frequency of known mutations (Inherited Neuropathy Consortium 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mutations</th>
<th>Relative Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PMP22 duplication</td>
<td>61.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GJB1</td>
<td>10.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFN2</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPZ</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others (excluding PMP deletion for HNPP)</td>
<td>All less than 1%–2% each</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Abbreviation: HNPP, hereditary neuropathy with liability for pressure palsies.

Table 4 Targeted testing strategies

| Conduction velocity less than 15 m/s and severe phenotype | PMP22 duplication most common, but MPZ with a sizable minority |
| Conduction velocity 15–35 m/s and classic phenotype | PMP22 duplication testing (as high as 89% sensitivity in this category) |
| Conduction velocity 35–45 m/s and classic phenotype | GJB1 with high sensitivity with no male-to-male transmission. MPZ next most frequent |
| Conduction velocity greater than 45 m/s or responses unobtainable | MPZ approximately 20% of cases (highest sensitivity with severe phenotype or unobtainable responses) |

Notes: Severe phenotype is defined as initially walking after the age of 15 months and classic phenotype is defined as initially walking before the age of 15 months. Reproduced from Saporta AS, Sottile SL, Miller LJ, Feely SM, Siskind CE, Shy ME. Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease subtypes and genetic testing strategies. Ann Neurol. 2011;69(1):22–33 with permission from John Wiley and Sons.
relative read depth are increasingly being applied to identify duplications and deletions from NGS data.\textsuperscript{51} This means that a single NGS panel test has the potential to ascertain all known major mutation types, including \textit{PMP22} duplications and deletions. Until this technology fully matures, conventional methods to validate the presence of an abnormality of \textit{PMP22} should be obtained, whether that be an independent test or as an additional component of the panel testing.

We reviewed costs based on the currently available commercial genetic testing for CMT in the USA. There is wide variability in cost of molecular testing. For some commercial labs, the price of panel testing is much higher than individual gene testing, while other commercial labs have a “fixed price” cost that is the same for either full panel or individual gene testing. Additionally, this full panel testing can be commercially obtained with \textit{PMP22} validation testing included along with the NGS. Comparing across several options, the least expensive \textit{PMP22} duplication test option was approximately 45% of the cost of the least expensive available CMT full panel. The cost for other single gene tests (other than the \textit{PMP22} duplication testing) was not any less expensive than the cost of performing an NGS multigene panel based on current cost information. Taking \textit{GJB1} as an example, single gene testing has a high sensitivity (upwards of 78%) in pedigrees with no male-to-male transmission, a classic CMT phenotype, and intermediate conduction velocities on EDX testing.\textsuperscript{36} Nevertheless, considering that a multigene NGS panel can be obtained for the same cost, initial targeted testing is not advantageous. The next two most common genetic forms of CMT (\textit{MPZ}- and \textit{MFN2}-related) have lower yield with targeted testing and are also not individually less expensive than performing full panel NGS testing.\textsuperscript{36,48}

If one assumes that all CMT1 patients with a negative \textit{PMP22} duplication on initial screening will go on to get panel testing as a second step, then we can evaluate the practicality of initial targeted testing of the \textit{PMP22} duplication versus including it as part of an initial multigene panel screen. Gess et al\textsuperscript{52} reported that 51% of a German CMT1 cohort tested positive for a \textit{PMP22} duplication, and an even lower percentage was reported in a Norwegian cohort by Ostern et al.\textsuperscript{53} Given that targeted initial testing for the \textit{PMP22} duplication is, again, approximately 45% of the cost of full panel testing, sensitivities of initial targeted testing of 51% or less suggest that even in CMT1 patients, there might be rather similar overall cost for that cohort in seeking initial \textit{PMP22} targeted testing versus starting with multipanel gene testing. On the other hand, a greater than 70% sensitivity for \textit{PMP22} duplication was noted by both Murphy et al\textsuperscript{49} in a UK population and Saporta et al\textsuperscript{36} in the USA. They found that up to 89% of CMT1 patients with a classic phenotype and a conduction velocity between 15 and 35 m/s tested positive for the \textit{PMP22} duplication.\textsuperscript{36} Taking into account these data, we believe it is still reasonable to proceed with targeted testing for the \textit{PMP22} duplication in CMT1 phenotypes (particularly the classic clinical cohort with conduction velocities between 15 and 35 m/s) initially. However, additional time cost for repeat testing in patients who test negative is another factor to consider. Continued cost reductions in price and continued technological advances of NGS panel testing (such as further validation of utilizing relative read depth of NGS data to identify \textit{PMP22} duplications and deletions) will likely further support multigene panel testing as the first line diagnostic strategy for CMT in general in the near future.

Whole exome or genome sequencing can be considered if panel testing is negative to further increase the yield of diagnosis, but clinical caution is necessary.\textsuperscript{54–57} Result interpretation and disclosure may be complicated by the identification of variants of uncertain significance, incidental findings, and other scenarios such as identification of misattributed parentage. Due to the complexity of this testing, whole exome and whole genome testing is best performed in consultation with a tertiary referral to an inherited neuropathy clinic that includes a genetic counselor or medical geneticist. A significant limitation of whole exome and genome testing currently is that it does not detect small tandem repeats, other copy number variations, mutations in regulatory sequences distant from a gene, epigenetic changes, or mutations in mitochondrial DNA. As such, this technology does not yet have the capability to provide genetic diagnosis in all cases of CMT.\textsuperscript{59} With large multigene panels, whole exome, and whole genome testing for CMT, it is critical that clinicians are able to determine the relevance of molecular findings in the setting of the patient’s clinical phenotype. Additionally, the scope and complexity of test results mean that pre- and posttest genetic counseling is increasingly critical.

\textbf{Management}

Treatment for patients with CMT is essentially supportive at this point. Ankle foot orthoses can improve walking economy in patients with significant ankle dorsiflexion weakness.\textsuperscript{59–63} Thumb opposition splints have been shown to improve hand function in those with more severe intrinsic hand muscle weakness.\textsuperscript{64} Scoliosis typically does not require treatment, but referral to an orthopedic surgeon may be required in
significant cases. There is very limited data on stabilization surgeries for foot deformities foot drop, and altered mechanics around the ankle, and invasive procedures should be considered with caution. Nevertheless, surgical intervention may be very helpful in select cases when performed by experienced surgeons. Although data is limited, exercise appears to be a safe therapeutic intervention. There have been variable reports on whether overwork weakness exists in CMT, but the majority of data argue against any detrimental effects and resistance training appears to correlate with some benefit.

The genetic defects and associated pathophysiology of various forms of CMT may increase a patient’s susceptibility to toxicity in the context of concomitant illness or toxin exposure. Logically, neurotoxic medications should be avoided whenever possible in CMT patients. Rapid worsening and clinical decompensation of CMT may occur following exposure to toxic medications, and a prime example is vincristine in the setting of CMT1A which can lead to profound worsening, but exacerbation may also be noted in other forms of CMT.

There are no established disease-modifying therapies to date. High doses of ascorbic acid demonstrated positive animal model data by downregulating PMP22 production, but human trials were disappointing and did not demonstrate clinically significant improvements. Animal studies also have shown some promise with progesterone antagonism to decrease PMP22 production. Also, curcumin in CMT1B improved Schwann cell differentiation and alleviated endoplasmic reticulum stress as part of reducing the activation of the unfolded protein response. Histone deacetylase (HDAC) 6 inhibition demonstrated positive results in an animal model of CMT2F (HSPB1) with an increase of α-tubulin acetylation correcting axonal transport defects. An exploratory human clinical study has shown some recent promise for a combination of baclofen, naltrexone, and sorbitol (PXT3003), showing early evidence for consistent improvement beyond stabilization. This study, built on preclinical experiments, shows pleiotropic mechanisms for downregulating PMP22. Research has most commonly focused on altering mechanisms unique to an individual genetic subtype of CMT (with CMT1A garnering the most research). This underscores the importance of continued improvement in genetic diagnostic strategies to provide personalized medicine for individual genetic subtypes and patients with CMT. Some avenues for more generalized disease modification are being sought after, as well. Neurotrophin 3 was tested both on animals and in a small human pilot study. This neurotrophic growth factor showed trends for improved axonal regeneration and needs further follow-up. Additionally, there are theories that multiple subtypes of CMT2 have shared endpoint pathology, such as with axonal transport. HDAC inhibitors could then potentially translate to treatment of multiple subtypes. Regardless, the future with better genetic diagnostic options and understanding will lead to multiple new avenues for potential treatments.

Conclusion
CMT is a disorder with a significant amount of genetic heterogeneity. Improvements are being made in the ability to provide cost-effective large panel testing through NGS. This technology is changing diagnostic algorithms and paradigms for molecular testing. Further genetic technological advances are still needed to diagnose the remaining unknown mutations in this disorder. Disease-modifying therapies specific to the varied underlying genetic abnormalities and pathophysiology of CMT will be the next crucial step forward for clinical impact.
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